
THE NSA HIDES ITS
DOMESTIC COLLECTION
BY REFUSING TO COUNT
IT
In his speech at Cato last week Ron Wyden made
it clear that when he asked Keith Alexander and
James Clapper in advance of the reauthorization
of the FISA Amendments Act for the number of
Americans’ communications that had been
collected under Section 702, he meant to elicit
the estimates John Bates made in his October 3,
2011 opinion.

I spent much of 2012 asking the NSA and
the DNI [Director of National
Intelligence] whether anyone had done an
estimate of how many American
communications had been collected under
section 702. The ODNI and the NSA
insisted that such an estimate was
impossible, but what they failed to tell
the public was that the Fisa court had
already done one.

Bates had the NSA conduct a manual review of a
statistical subsection of 50,440 transactions
collected via upstream
collection between January and June 2011. (Note,
it appears Bates may have had to raise dire
warnings with “top DOJ officials” on July 8,
2011 before he got such a review.) He then
annualized the results and estimated that the
NSA was collecting up to 56,000 communications
of Americans each year, made up of 46,000
communications consisting entirely of an
American’s communication (Single Communication
Transactions), and 10,000 in which their
communication got included in a Multiple
Communication Transaction swept up in the
search.

Given what we’ve learned about the 2011
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confrontation, Wyden’s serial requests for this
information take on added importance for two
reasons.

Administration never disclosed its domestic
collection to the most Members of Congress

First, because the Administration very pointedly
did not inform the bulk of Congress that NSA had
been — and had been allowed to continue —
collecting purely domestic communications from
telecom switches. Neither the February 9, 2012
statement to the Senate Intelligence Committee
nor the May 4, 2012 notice to Congress provided
any indication that this violation involved
collecting domestic communications (the December
8, 2011 statement to the House Intelligence
Committee did, and both Committees, presumably
as well as the Judiciary Committees, received
the opinion itself, which makes that clear).
It’s also not clear whether any of these notices
included any mention of the SCTs, those single
communication transactions involving just a US
person communication.

Here’s what the general notice to Congress said
(which almost certainly was not shared with
House members in any case).

On October 3, 2011, the FISC issued an
opinion addressing the Government’s
submission of replacement certifications
under section 702. Although the FISC
upheld the bulk of the Government’s
submission, it denied in part the
Government’s requests to authorize the
certifications because of its concerns
about the rules governing the retention
of certain non-targeted Internet
communications — so called multi-
communication transactions or MCTs —
acquired through NSA’s upstream
collection. The FISC recognized,
however, that the Government may be able
to “tailor the scope of NSA’s upstream
collection, or adopt more stringent
post-acquisition safeguards” in a manner
that would satisfy its concerns, and
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suggested a number of possibilities as
to how this might be done. In response
to this opinion, the NSA, Department of
Justice, and ODNI worked to correct the
deficiencies identified by the Court. On
November 30, the FISC granted the
Government’s request for approval of the
amended procedures, stating that, with
regard to information acquired pursuant
to the 2011 certifications, “the
government has adequately corrected the
deficiencies identified in the October 3
Opinion,” and that the amended
procedures, when “viewed as a whole,
meet the applicable statutory and
constitutional requirements.’ These
amended procedures continue to allow for
the upstream collection of MCTs;
however, they also create more rigorous
rules governing the retention of MCTs as
well as NSA analysts’ exposure to, and
use of, non-targeted communications. The
Government’s extensive efforts over
several months to address this matter,
and the FISC’s exhaustive analysis of
it, demonstrates how well the existing
oversight regime works in ensuring that
collection is undertaken in conformity
with the statute and Court-approved
procedures.

No mention of SCTs, and no mention that both the
MCTs and SCTs involved wholly domestic
communications. (Nor, for that matter, did the
notice tell Congress that NSA and CIA had been
granted permission in 2011 — like that the FBI
already had — to search incidentally collected
data for US person information.)

Wyden tries to get the Administration to
disclose it is collecting domestic
communications

Thus, to some extent, Wyden’s efforts may be
understood as an effort to force the
Administration to disclose the most critical
details of FAA.
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The very day the Congressional notice was
received by the Committee Chairs, May 4, 2012,
Wyden and Mark Udall asked the Intelligence
Community Inspector General Charles McCullough
if it was possible to estimate the number of
Americans sucked up in this. McCullough had
NSA’s IG George Ellard respond. They stalled
through the entire mark-up period of the bill.
Only after the bill had been voted out of the
Intelligence Committee without mandating such a
review (based on the pending response from the
IGs) did Ellard and McCullough respond that it
would take too many resources to provide such a
response, and besides, it would “violate the
privacy of U.S. persons.”

That’s when Wyden’s efforts to expose this
started, with this July 26 letter to James
Clapper, signed by 11 other Senators, stating,

We are concerned that Congress and the
public do not currently have a full
understanding of the impact that this
law has had on the privacy of law-
abiding Americans. In particular, we are
alarmed that the intelligence community
has stated that “it is not reasonably
possible to identify the number of
people located inside the United States
whose communications may have been
reviewed” under the FISA Amendments Act.

And asking, in part,

Have any entities made
any  estimates  —  even
imprecise  estimates  —
about  how  many  US
communications  have
been  collected  under
section  702
authorities?
Is it possible for the
intelligence  community
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to estimate the order
of  magnitude  of  this
number?  (For  example,
is it closer to 100, or
100,000,  or  100
million?)
To your knowledge, have
any  wholly  domestic
communications  been
collected under Section
702 authorities?

(The letter also attempted to elicit responses
about NSA’s authority, granted under that same
2011 opinion, to search incidentally collected
communications.)

Clapper responded a month later, demanding the
bill be passed with no changes and citing
statute but not offering any response on the
numbers. In October, Wyden and Udall tried to
get a response from Keith Alexander. In
November, they tried again with Clapper.
Both Alexander’s response and Clapper’s response
say they couldn’t provide any more information
without compromising NSA’s ability to collect
intelligence; it appears that neither ever
answered the question about numbers. And so FAA
was reauthorized without the Administration ever
telling most people who voted to reauthorize it
about this domestic communication.

Bates didn’t provide SCTs with any additional
protection

Which brings me to the other concern. As I
noted, above, the 2011 dispute involved two
kinds of domestic communications: MCTs (in which
domestic communications were collected along
with legally targetable targeted communications)
and SCTs (in which domestic communications came
up by themselves on a search).

Bates imposed new restrictions on MCTs. But he
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added no new restrictions on the SCTs. Some of
his discussion rationalizing that decision
relies on an opinion that doesn’t account for
upstream collection (the 2008 one) or that
predates both Protect America Act and FAA (the
2007 one).

To the extent NSA is acquiring Internet
transactions that contain a single
discrete communication that is to, from,
or about a tasked selector, the Court’s
previous analysis remains valid. As
explained in greater detail in the
Court’s September 4, 2008 Memorandum
Opinion, in this setting the person
being targeted is the user of the tasked
selector, and NSA’s pre-targeting and
post-targeting procedures ensure that
NSA will only acquire such transactions
so long as there is a reasonable belief
that the target is located outside the
United States.

[snip]

A transaction that is identified as an
SCT rather than an MCT must be handled
in accordance with the standard
minimization procedures that are
discussed above.

[snip]

NSA’s upstream collection also likely
results in the acquisition of tens of
thousands of wholly SCTs that contain
references to targeted selectors. See
supra, pages 33-34 & note 33 (discussing
the limits [redacted] Although the
collection of wholly domestic “about”
SCTs is troubling, they do not raise the
same minimization-related concerns as
discrete, wholly domestic communications
that are neither to, from, nor about
targeted selectors, or as discrete
communications that are neither to,
from, nor about targeted selectors, to
any target, either of which may be



contained within MCTs. The Court has
effectively concluded that certain
communications containing a reference to
a targeted selector are reasonably
likely to contain foreign intelligence
information, including communications
between non-target accounts that contain
the name of the targeted facility in the
body of the message. See Docket No.
07-449, May 31, 2007 Primary Order at 12
(finding probable cause to believe that
certain “about” communications were
“themselves being sent and/or received
by one of the targeted foreign powers”).
Insofar as the discrete, wholly domestic
“about” communications at issue here are
communications between non-target
accounts that contain the name of the
targeted facility, the same conclusion
applies to them. Accordingly, in the
language of FISA’s definition of
minimization procedures, the acquisition
of wholly domestic communications about
targeted selectors will generally be
“consistent with the need of the United
States to obtain, produce, and
disseminate foreign intelligence
information.” See 50 U.S.C. 1801(h)(1).
Nevertheless, the Court understands that
in the event NSA identifies a discrete,
wholly domestic “about” communication in
its databases, the communication will be
destroyed upon recognition.

That 2007 opinion, written before the laws
limiting the ability to collect domestic
communications, appears to equate use of a
“selector” (which may be a phone number or an
email, but in its current incarnation may well
use pieces of code in search of cyber threats)
with being an agent of a foreign power. Given
the description, it likely was a primary order
for the purportedly defunct Internet dragnet
program; if so, it would represent the
application of an opinion about metadata to
collection including content. [Update: No. This



was the upstream content one.]

And while Bates seems to have convinced himself
these entirely domestic communications will be
destroyed, under the terms of the minimization
procedures, it actually only gets destroyed if
1) it is identified as US person communication
and 2) it doesn’t meet one of four criteria for
retention.

Internet transactions acquired through
NSA’s upstream collection techniques
that do not contain any information that
meets the retention standards set forth
in these procedures and that are known
to contain communications of or
concerning United States persons will be
destroyed upon recognition. All Internet
transactions may be retained no longer
than two years from the expiration date
of the certification authorizing the
collection in any event. The Internet
transactions that may be retained
include those that were acquired because
of limitations on NSA’s ability to
filter communications. Any Internet
communications acquired through NSA’s
upstream collection techniques that are
retained in accordance with this
subsection may be reviewed and processed
only in accordance with the standards
set forth in subsection 3 (b)( S) of
these procedures.

Those four exceptions are if the communication,

Is  reasonably  believed  to
contain  significant  foreign
intelligence information
Does  not  contain  foreign
intelligence information but
is  reasonably  believed  to
contain evidence of a crime
that has been, is being, or
is about to be committed
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Is  reasonably  believed  to
contain technical data base
information
Contains  information
pertaining  to  a  threat  of
serious  harm  to  life  or
property

(These all require DIRNSA certification; I’m
really curious whether this, like so much of
what NSA does, takes place in bulk on a
programmatic level.)

In other words, Bates’ ruling would allow the
collection and retention of a broad range of
domestic communications, particularly that
relating to cybersecurity (the technical data
base) or IP (the threat to property, which is
not derived from statute), based not on whom
that American communicated with, but on what she
communicated about.

Remember: these SCTs — not the MCTs which Bates
was more concerned about — constitute the bulk
of the domestic collection under the upstream
program.

At least as far as we know.

Administration refused to count domestic SCTs
for Bates

Because NSA refused to provide that number, even
to Bates.

Here’s how Bates came up with his 46,000 number
for SCTs.

NSA’s manual review focused on examining
the MCTs acquired through NSA’s upstream
collection in order to assess whether
any contained wholly domestic
communications. Sept. 7, 2011 Hearing
Tr. at 13-14. As a result, once NSA
determined that a transaction contained
a single discrete communication, no
further analysis of that transaction was
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done. See Aug. 16 Submission at 3. After
the Court expressed concern that this
category of transactions might also
contain wholly domestic communications,
NSA conducted a further review. See
Sept. 9 Submission at 4. NSA ultimately
did not provide the Court with an
estimate of the number of wholly
domestic “about” SCTs that may be
acquired through its upstream
collection. Instead, NSA has concluded
that “the probability of encountering
wholly domestic communications in
transactions that feature only a single,
discrete communication should be smaller
— and certainly no greater — than
potentially encountering wholly domestic
communications within MCTs.” Sept. 13
Submission at 2.

The Court understands this to mean that
the percentage of wholly domestic
communications within the universe of
SCTs acquired through NSA’s upstream
collection should not exceed the
percentage of MCTs within its
statistical sample. Since NSA found 10
MCTs with wholly domestic communications
within the 5,081 MCTs reviewed, the
relevant percentage is .197% (10/5,081).
Aug. 16 Submission at 5.

NSA’s manual review found that
approximately 90% of the 50,440
transactions in the same were SCTs. Id.
at 3. Ninety percent of the
approximately 13, 25 million total
Internet transactions acquired by NSA
through its upstream collection during
the six-month period, works out to be
approximately 11,925,000 transactions.
Those 11,925,000 transactions would
constitute the universe of SCTs acquired
during the six-month period, and .197%
of that universe would be approximately
23,000 wholly domestic SCTs. Thus, NSA
may be acquiring as many as 46,000



wholly domestic “about” SCTs each year,
in addition to the 2,000-10,000 MCTs
referenced above.

Bates said, “go and find out how much of these
SCTs are domestic,” and NSA came back and said,
“No. But trust us, we don’t think it’s all that
much.”

This, in spite of details like these from WSJ’s
report on this collection.

Verizon Communications Inc., for
example, has placed intercepts in the
largest U.S. metropolitan areas,
according to one person familiar with
the technology. It isn’t clear how much
information these intercepts send to the
NSA. A Verizon spokesman declined to
comment.

[snip]

Lawyers for at least one major provider
have taken the view that they will
provide access only to “clearly foreign”
streams of data—for example, ones
involving connections to ISPs in, say,
Mexico, according to the person familiar
with the legal process. The complexities
of Internet routing mean it isn’t always
easy to isolate foreign traffic, but the
goal is “to prevent traffic from Kansas
City to San Francisco from ending up”
with the NSA, the person says.

At times, the NSA has asked for access
to data streams that are more likely to
include domestic communications, this
person says, and “it has caused
friction.” This person added that
government officials have said some
providers do indeed comply with requests
like this.

The NSA knows that some of this is entirely
domestic, because they’ve designed it to be. So
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much so, in fact, that at least one non-Verizon
provider has balked at providing it.

But they won’t count it, not for Congress, not
for the Court. And what they don’t count, we
can’t object to as an obviously unreasonable
effort to collect domestic intelligence using a
“foreign” intelligence program (as if
cyberattacks can be separated as such in any
case!).

Administration excuses reveal how problematic
this is

Which brings us, finally, to the three excuses
they’ve publicly offered for not doing so:

Inspector  General  resource
issues
The “privacy” of US persons
It would compromise sources
and methods

The resource issue is, of course, a feint. The
NSA has already had to spend time counting
individual communications. They could do so
again — and could have counted the SCTs back in
September 2011. They just want to pretend only
the IG can do this (they do happen to be the
only entity Congress can task to do so).

The other two, taken in tandem, are more telling
though.

The only way it’d be a privacy violation to
count US person SCTs is if there are many of
them (though one reason they’re saying that is
the IP address as collected wouldn’t make it
immediately clear — see page 34 of the Bates
opinion).

Then there’s the indication that Clapper and
Alexander refused to give a response to even
Senators who’d been briefed (though some of the
11 were not on Judiciary or Intelligence). The
only thing — aside from how the algorithms work
— that hasn’t been disclosed since is that this
includes a lot of US person collection.



Because, of course, if it became clear how much
of this they were doing — how far outside the
terms of the statute they’ve been operating —
then they’d no longer be able to collect this
(this is especially true since Bates told NSA
that since they had admitted some of the MCTs
were domestic, they could no longer pretend they
didn’t know about it).

But if you refuse to quantify how much domestic
communications you’re collecting in the guise of
foreign intelligence, then no one can tell you
to stop.


